
POWER YOUR
METABOLISM
AND
DIGESTION

•   Boosts your metabolism
•
•   Stabilizes and promotes good digestion
•   Delivers sustained energy and enhances energy production
•   Helps preserve muscle mass and improve strength
•   
•   Can be used as a meal replacement to promote weight loss

BIG BENEFITS OF PROTEIN DAILY

OUR EDGE

his career doing research that helped him determine that de

leading to most chronic diseases. He has since made it his 

health. 

Over four decades of research helped Dr. Prasad devel
op the CQF Standard to ensure that every Engage Global 
product is developed without compromise. It was designed 
to perfect the precise combination of ingredients in the 
correct and safest quantities and in the forms
best be absorbed and used by your body.

Protein is vital and necessary for the body to stay strong. It is the building block to every cell—supporting the immune system, muscles, hair, skin, 

strength and deliver lasting energy and endurance while helping boost your metabolism, satisfy your hunger, and improve your digestion.

PROTEIN DAILY | BUILDING BLOCKS TO POWER YOUR LIFE

WHEY & WHOLE EGG PROTEIN: We’ve got you covered with two forms of protein in Protein Daily. Whey protein for immediate energy and 
whole egg protein for a sustained lasting timed-release energy. 
ESSENTIAL AMINO ACIDS: We added essential amino acids to ensure that your body can be 
that break down during digestion. The amino acids help speed your recovery from a particularly strenuous day or workout. 
CITRULLINE: Citrulline improves the dilation of blood vessels to help oxygen better deliver important energy to the body. 
SOLUBLE & INSOLUBLE FIBERS: and promote the movement of material 

cid—protecting you against a variety of intestinal issues while improving 
absorption, keeping your gut healthy and lowering blood cholesterol and glucose levels.
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